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illustrations and indirect confirmations almost in-
numerable? And who then is that bold intruder
into the counsels of Infinite Wisdom, who in palpa-
ble contempt of these precise commands, thus illus- -
trated also and confirmed, will dare to maintain
that, knowing the intention with which they were
primarily given, and the ends they were ultimately
designed to produce, he may innocently neglect or
violate their plain obligations ; on the plea that he
conforms himself, though in a different manner, to
this primary intention, and produces, though by dif-
ferent means, these real and ultimate ends ?
This mode of arguing (to say nothing of its inso-
lent profaneness,) would, if once admitted, afford (as
has been already shown) the means of refining away
by turns every moral obligation.
But this miserable sophistry deserves not that we
should spend so much time in the refutation of it.
To discern its fallaciousness, requires not acuteness
of understanding, so much as a little common
honesty. " There is indeed no surer mark of a false
and hollow heart, than a disposition thus to quibble
away the clear injunctions of duty and conscience V
It is the wretched resource of a disingenuous mind,
endeavouring to escape from convictions before which
it cannot stand, and to evade obligations which it
dares not disavow.
The arguments which have been adduced would
surely be sufficient to disprove the extravagant pre-
tensions of the qualities under consideration, though
those qualities were perfect in their nature. But
they are not perfect. On the contrary, they are radi-
cally defective and corrupt: they are a body with-
out a soul; they want the vital actuating principle,
or rather they are animated and actuated by a false
principle. Christianity, let me avail myself of the
1 Vide smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments.

